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Abstract

Coronavirus disease (Covid-19), which originated in China, is now a full-blown pandemic which has thrown governments and societies off-track in an unprecedented manner. War metaphors have been used widely to describe the scenario, but many critics decry them as harmful narratives. In this piece, we discuss the utility of the war metaphor to build solidarity and fraternity, which will be essential to get through the crisis. We also explain how concerns regarding increased authoritarianism and state excesses due to the use of these narratives are misplaced. We then tease out the colonial era concept of war that guides the arguments against the use of war metaphors in pandemics. We argue that in the post-modern world and in South Asian and African philosophies, wars are seen through the prism of the larger cause of dharma or ubuntu and that individual losses or gains in these contexts are part of a larger cause. The use of war metaphors reflects the need to get together for a societal cause. These metaphors are largely understood across societies while other alternatives are exclusionary, poetic and tangential in nature.
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Introduction

Coronavirus disease (Covid-19), the global pandemic which originated in China, caught the world unprepared and is causing unprecedented distress, not only in terms of mortality and morbidity but also in its social, economic and political consequences. The media, politicians and communities globally were quick to adopt “war lingo” to describe the Covid-19 “battle.” Consequently, several opinion pieces have been written about the supposed harms of using “war metaphors” during pandemics (1, 2). We discuss the pragmatic nature of war metaphors during pandemics, critically analyse arguments against them, and present the philosophical and pragmatic case for their widespread adoption.

Collective imagination needed for solidarity

In the long history of the planet, humans have become the most dominant species in the labyrinth of evolution. As Yuval Noah Harari in his masterpiece Sapiens (3) elaborates, this dominance has been possible owing to the unique power of humans to connect, cooperate and collaborate with a large number of strangers for a common cause. The power of the collective imagination to visualise a greater cause have served us well as a species to “fight” physically superior wild animals. How best can we serve the rallying call which can capture the collective imagination of our species to “fight” a physically superior SARS-CoV-2? Thousands of years of evolution mean that we are well-conditioned to use the war-metaphor as a template for overcoming the greatest challenge we face in modern history collectively as a species. We need a rallying call which can capture the collective imagination — one that can work in Boston as well as in Bhatinda. There cannot be a better alternative than war metaphors for this purpose.

Governments cannot fight a pandemic of this nature and scale without the support of people. Being locked in the home for weeks together with no end in sight is indeed a sacrifice of individual liberty and freedom. However, the “war” metaphor makes people realise the enormity of the situation and ensures cooperation and psychological preparedness for the possible consequences — physical, social, and economic. The war metaphor helps in developing a strong sense of fraternity, providing some relief to an individual’s suffering and agony. The spotlight on “warrior” healthcare workers also creates a window of opportunity for much-needed investment in human resources for health. In fact, in India, some state governments met the long-standing demand for better remuneration to “reward the frontline healthcare warriors” who bravely faced the heat of the pandemic (4, 5).

The war metaphors have also enabled solidarity internationally. When the UN Secretary General gave the call “…this war needs a war-time plan to fight it. Solidarity is essential. Among the G-20 – and with the developing world, including countries in conflict” (6), it resonated widely and was endorsed by 114 governments, regional organisations, religious leaders, civil societies and at least 16 armed groups (7).

Concerns regarding authoritarianism and state excesses

A key concern against the use of war metaphors in pandemics is the ample room that the war narrative provides for
In a functioning democracy (with its judiciary, federal structure, autonomous institutions, opposition, civil society and the media) governments of the day will still have to face the people. This acts as a check on any excesses. The war metaphor around the pandemic has in fact intensified solidarity across nations, which at other times is lost in the hustle and bustle of daily life. We have seen an example of this in India, where the urban middle class led civil society has been vocal about the plight of the migrant workers forcing the government to take some responsibility, something that has been missing all this while (10).

In fact, the solidarity built around the pandemic has made international communities more vigilant about excesses ordinarily deemed to be “internal matters” of the state. The recognition that all nations are allies in this battle has meant that politicians from the Gulf countries condemned the targeting of minorities as carriers of disease; thereby triggering clarifications by Indian officials (11). The examples cited by critics of the war narrative of repressive steps taken by Viktor Orban in Hungary (9) and Rodrigo Duterte in the Philippines (12), despite international and civil society criticism, are outcomes of an already failing political system in these countries. To pin these occurrences to the use of war metaphors or even to the pandemic is an oversimplification of a complex context.

The philosophy of war metaphors in pandemics

To understand the value of war metaphors during pandemics, it is also essential to tease out the philosophy that guides the arguments for and against them. Those against them see war in a colonial context, wherein wars are acts of physical aggression to capture material resources. This concept of war is essentially rooted in 15th to 19th century Europe wherein aggressors fought battles to win colonies. Such massively aggressive exercises have not been part of South Asian and African traditions, which rather have been colonies for centuries.

In the post-modern world in which we live, battles are no longer fought solely with military might. Modern states do not fight wars with an all-bets-are-off colonial attitude. Modern wars are fought on multiple fronts using diplomacy, economics, narrative building, and non-state actors. A pandemic needs a multi-sectoral approach (13-15). The long arc for Covid-19 response demands a win-some lose-some approach to planning.

The Eastern traditional narratives that are internalised in the collective psyche of most of South Asia envisage the concept of war being tied to dharma, and as a means to the ends of peace and prosperity. War is thus seen as a duty which is in accordance with principles of dharma and the codes of war are woven into its narrative. The codes of this meta-physical war are woven into the narratives of popular epics. Enrenched within these epics are deeply held notions of sacrifice, honour and heroism (16, 17). African oral traditions, which have largely been neglected by the dominant colonial narrative around war ethics, are replete with accounts of the just war theory, non-violent conflict resolution and the philosophy of ubuntu (“I am because we are”) (18, 19).

In the classical Western construct, violation of codes of war is sanctioned provided it serves the “larger good” from the aggressor’s perspective (20). However, in dharma and ubuntu, war is a multifaceted concept and so are the narratives woven around it. A war is not necessarily limited to a physical war where soldiers are killed, atrocities committed, and civil liberties suppressed. Even though some elements of these harms are bound to occur in dealing with a pandemic (the government after all creates containment zones, which are scientifically sound in principle but at the same time curtail liberties), the larger good is considered greater than the sum of these individual transgressions. Ubuntu or dharma provide the framework guiding what works for the collective, away from the colonial lens of individual gains or losses.

Using the colonial-era or European war lens to guide the choice of metaphors essentially disregards the “psychological, spiritual, communal, and social dimensions of illness and healing” (21). For a pandemic of such a huge scale, these consequences, perhaps, are more overwhelming to the society than the physical loss to individuals owing to the disease itself. Whatever metaphor we use, our health systems and the consequent stress that our healthcare workers will face will remain unchanged. War metaphors provide healthcare workers with the strength to cope with this situation (22). Being called a warrior is also meant to provide an assurance to their families that community solidarity will be available for the loss of a loved one. For a vast majority of individuals, being referred to as a warrior is a sign of recognition for putting societal causes over personal ones (22). Alternative softer narratives are divorced from the harsh reality, unlike war metaphors which recognise that personal sacrifices are indeed required for defeating a pandemic.

Conclusion
Abandoning war metaphors in pandemics is neither possible nor desirable. A viable question to ask is what alternative metaphor should we use in pandemic scenarios? “Climbing mountains”, “cricket”, “collaborative exploration”, “journey of life” have all been suggested (23,24). Such metaphors, which might be suitable for non-pandemic scenarios for specific disease groups or communities are largely exclusionary, poetic and tangential in nature. They run the risk of being lost on the public at large during such a crisis. While nuance in messaging is essential, the message stands to fail its purpose if the nuance is lost on the target audience, which in this pandemic, effectively includes all human beings.
Using war metaphors for a pandemic not only reflects centuries of evolutionary conditioning and a pragmatic choice, it reflects a culture which sees war as a duty. Wars in eastern cultures are not framed in a narrow individualistic bracket. Wars thus are a means to the end of the greater good, and the use of war metaphors essentially serves the purpose of mobilising the largest number of people to end a pandemic.
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